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KEY=CHUNICHI - POPE HAILEY
A GANGSTER'S GIRL
Urban Books Meet Ceazia, a very attractive, very good girl who has just left the safety of her parents' home and entered into the world of bad boys and fast money. Ceazia thinks the
world belongs to her when she meets Vegas, one of the Tidewater, Virginia area's most notorious drug dealers. Even though a relationship with Vegas goes against everything her
parents taught her, she still can't resist his bad boy persona. He's ﬁne, sexy, and ready to give her anything her heart desires—just what the doctor ordered for a broke, wannabe
diva. This might just end up being the biggest mistake of her life.

A GANGSTER'S GIRL SAGA
Kensington Books Ceazia Devereaux, obsessed with the ﬁner things in life, starts her own escort service where she meets Virginia druglord Vegas and enters into a dangerous world of
fast money, which she ﬁnds hard to escape.

CALIFORNIA CONNECTION 2
Urban Books Jewel used to be content with being a ride or die chick, playing Bonnie while the men in her life played Clyde. But now she realizes that it was her connections and street
smarts that helped her man, Calico, rise to the top, and Jewel wants to be the one in control. She's tired of taking orders from men. She's willing to do anything to be queen of the
streets, but when a deal she makes with the enemy comes back to haunt her, her dream is turned into a nightmare. Hopeless and struggling to keep her head above water, Jewel
meets Misty, who seems to be her savior. They quickly form a bond, but when that bond is broken and the mist turns to rain, Jewel ﬁnds herself in the middle of a storm that she
might not make it out of.

THE STREETS KEEP CALLING
Urban Soul After getting out of jail, ex-drug dealer Breeze works as a janitor to provide a normal life for his family, but he puts his life at risk again when he returns to his old job and
takes a competitor's business.

AROUND THE WAY GIRLS 3: DOUBLE TROUBLE
The street-smart, sassy, and sexy girls from around the way can overcome almost anything, but when the unexpected happens, they discover that life isn't done teaching them
valuable lessons. Original.

MARRIED TO THE GAME
Urban Books Exotic dancer Ceazia Deveareux has grown accustomed to the luxurious lifestyle she was living before the death of her boyfriend, Vegas Jackson. Even though she was
the one who caused his death, Ceazia feels no guilt. She believes she still deserves to have the ﬁnest of everything, and she's determined to get it. Vegas's brother Snake is
patiently waiting for the day that he can avenge his brother's death. The only problem is that he has a fascination with strippers, and the sexy Ceazia might prove to be more than
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he can resist. In this follow-up to her hit novel A Ganster's Girl, Chunichi delivers more of her trademark style. Married to the Game is a fast-paced tale of sex, betrayal, and murder.

CALIFORNIA CONNECTION 3
Urban Books Chunichi's California Connection 3 is a pulse-pounding tale that ﬁnds Jewel with a bun in the oven and a federal case pending against her! ?Jewel climbed up the heap to
become queen of the streets, diva of all divas. But now that she's expecting a baby, she's concerned about just one thing—giving her child a good life, away from the guns, the drugs
and the lies. However, that also means a life away from the glitz and glam that Jewel still craves, and she's not quite ready to give it all up. . .not until she's back on top. Flat broke,
and miles away from her fugitive baby daddy, Jewel will have to put every bit of her street savvy, as well as her sharp business skills, into action to gain back her place and her
power.

WHORE
Vickie Stringer Publications Kamone, having lived a life of prostitution, drugs, and hustling since her mother abandoned her, is set up to be raped and drugged, but is saved by Lucci,
with whom she begins a relationship and tries to leave her old life behind.

THE RETURN OF A GANGSTER'S GIRL
Urban Books Broken-hearted, scorned Ceazia is home back in Virginia up to her old ways. With her road dawg, Diamond, by her side she's unstoppable, until the attention she's used
to falls on the new booty and envy rears its ugly head. Trust no one without knowing their agenda in the scheme of things or be ready to ﬁnd out who's game is tighter??

THONG ON FIRE
AN URBAN EROTIC TALE
Beyond Words/Atria Books Using her beauty in order to overcome the challenges of an abusive childhood and ﬁnancial disadvantages, egomaniacal Sarita Robinson interacts with some
of the hip-hop underworld's most powerful players and turns dangerously vengeful when she is abandoned by her supporters. Original. 75,000 ﬁrst printing.

MURDER MAMAS
Urban Books Robyn and Aries are "The Murder Mamas," contract killers taking no prisoners in Los Angeles. It doesn't take them long to link up with Hollywood's biggest drug kingpin,
who hires them to take out a snitch and a judge. But the plans backﬁre and they only complete half the job. Robyn gets caught and put on Death Row, and Aries goes on the run.
She winds up in the Islands, where she takes up a new life as a mother and wife, and tries to forget who she once was. But unﬁnished business has a way of coming back to haunt
you; and when it's the killing kind, there's a huge price to pay. Now Aries has to put it all on the line as she sets out to ﬁnish what the Murder Mamas started, leaving her family and
her sanity and her soul behind. . ..

FROM PIECES TO WEIGHT
ONCE UPON A TIME IN SOUTHSIDE, QUEENS
Simon and Schuster Rapper 50 Cent has made it big in a very short space of time. Having been supported by Jam Master Jay, and produced by Dr Dre and Eminem, the rapper and poet
has already experienced great success and critical acclaim for his anthemic single 'In Da Club' and bestselling debut album. While some rappers just talk the talk, though, 50 has
walked the walk, and this brilliant insight into who he is and where he came from is a must for all fans. Growing up in Jamaica, Queens, he was born to a 15-year-old drug-dealing
mother -- she was killed in mysterious circumstances -- and took over the family business at the age of twelve. Living hard, he has been stabbed, shot nine times (one bullet in his
face) and has survived a number of assassination attempts. He is a survivor, a man from the streets who has made it big-time without forgetting his roots. This is the inside story of
a rap icon.
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BETWEEN MY THIGHS
AN URBAN EROTIC TALE
Brown Erotic African American Fiction Urban Erotic Tale

SECRET SOCIETY
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster Enjoying fast-paced lives at the sides of some of society's wealthiest men, Celess and Tina share a dangerous secret that puts their street smarts to the test. A
ﬁrst novel. Reprint.

THE CALIFORNIA SAGA
Urban Books When Michael Burroughs arrives on the scene in Virginia Beach from L.A., he ﬂoods the East Coast with top-notch product and quickly earns his title as the California
Connection—Calico for short. He's also a smooth brotha with a knack for getting whatever he wants out of women. When he meets Jewel, sparks ﬂy and things quickly spin out of
control. When Calico shows his true colors, Jewel knows just how to get revenge. Jewel becomes the queen of the streets. She's making money in a major way. The only problem is
that she no longer wants to share her throne. Add to this a federal investigation dubbed Operation California Connection, and Jewel could soon be facing her downfall. When the
dust settles, Jewel is left with a boyfriend on the run and a federal case pending against her. Jewel is concerned with only one thing, though. She is determined to give her unborn
child a good life, one that doesn't involve drugs, lies, and deception. Armed with a mother's love, Jewel uses her street savvy to try to gain back everything she lost, minus the pain.
The California Saga is all about revenge and retaliation, even if it means snitching and snaking. It's about money, power, and greed.

CONVICT'S CANDY
CONVICT'S CANDY is based on a teen-aged, pre-op transsexual named Candy, who gets arrested and sent to federal prison exactly one week before her scheduled sex-change
operation. Still having male organs, Candy is housed with strong, masculine, handsome male inmates who haven t been around or touched a woman in years. Candy soon ﬁnds
herself being caught in several love aﬀairs with men with families, girlfriends and wives at home waiting for them to be released. But Candy doesn t kiss and tell; she understands
the code of silence: what happens in prison stays in prison... . CONVICT'S CANDY deals with sexual identity, prostitution and homosexuality within the prison system, the
interactions and relationships between the inmates and oﬃcers, inﬁdelity and most importantly, explains how the HIV virus spreads rampantly within the prison. It also reveals how
the dangerous and deadly disease is transmitted within society, when infected inmates are released to go home.

HOW TO DRAW HIP-HOP
Explains the fundamentals of drawing and constructing the hip-hop style in popular art, with tips on how to draw hip-hop gear, environments, characters, and graﬃti.

A PROJECT CHICK
TRIPLE CROWN COLLECTION
Urban Books When Tressa ﬁnally has enough of Lucky, her wealthy, possessive, and deranged baby daddy, she ﬁnds herself relying on her street smarts to cope with her new life as a
poor single mother.

SUPREME CLIENTELE
Urban Books Every Hustler's reign ends in one of two ways. . .prison or death. Refusing to let the prediction become a reality, Julius "Jules" Carter creates new rules to an old game.
Strategically, he forms one of the most notorious drug operations Harlem has ever seen. Jules thought the game was his biggest challenge that is until he meets Tish. Young and
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Ambitious she is determined to escape from Harlem's allure, but her love for Jules has her rooted. She gets tangled in his web of lies and deceit. When she ﬁnds out about his past
demons and connects them with her own, she soon ﬁnds out that there's a thin line between love and hate. You can't turn a bad girl good, but once a good girl turns bad she's gone
forever. Julius ﬁnds out the hard way that everything done in the dark eventually comes to light. Ashley and JaQuavis narrate a fast paced, suspenseful tale of one of Harlem's
biggest drug lords, his rise to power, and the woman behind him.

PAPER HEART
CreateSpace Scotland was in desperate need of a diﬀerent kind of drug and Knight was the perfect remedy. As soon as they met she knew they were meant to be. Scotland was sure
that Knight would be the one to replace the hole in her heart and make her complete. The only problem was he was taken. Knight's ﬁancee Lennon and numerous other obstacles
stand in their way. Ripped and torn into a million little pieces, Scotland ﬁghts her way through jealousy, lies and betrayal hoping she'll be able to piece the parts of her tattered
heart back together again. Paper Heart promises to be an uplifting story about the true power of love."

GIRLS FROM DA HOOD
Girls from Da Hood Details the lives of three women in Richmond--Unique, Nina, and Anyeh--trying to ﬁnd their way out of their troubles by any means possible.

THE TROPHY WIFE
Urban Books Love, lies, adultery, and death. Ashley and JaQuavis introduce readers to London, a beautiful immigrant from Trinidad. She was given to her husband by her father in
order to settle a debt. Standing by her husband's side to make him the envy of his associates is a day in the life, but behind closed doors, their relationship becomes cold, and the
abuse that she encounters has her looking for a way out. When she meets a young thug named Kalil, he opens her eyes to a world she never knew. Afraid of the repercussions of her
actions, she avoids Kalil at all costs, but his relentless pursuit makes their love inevitable. Enter the world of The Trophy Wife. Her story will keep you guessing until the ﬁnal page,
and the outcome will leave you breathless.

DEATH BEFORE DISHONOR
Simon and Schuster Achieving success with her twenty-four-hour beauty salon after a long stint in prison, Sunni despairs of ﬁnding a healthy relationship, while Trill, having served
ﬁve years for a crime he did not commit, dreams of revenge and winning the lifestyle his model girlfriend craves. Original. 60,000 ﬁrst printing.

DIARY OF A STREET DIVA
Kensington Books When his wife, Remy, is locked up unexpectedly, Cease, a young hustler from Flint, Michigan, stumbles upon her diary, which exposes her deepest and darkest
secrets, and discovers a new side to this woman he thought he knew. Reprint.

COPPER SUN
Simon and Schuster A Time Best YA Book of All Time (2021) In this “searing work of historical ﬁction” (Booklist), Coretta Scott King Award-winning author Sharon M. Draper tells the
epic story of a young girl torn from her African village, sold into slavery, and stripped of everything she has ever known—except hope. Amari's life was once perfect. Engaged to the
handsomest man in her tribe, adored by her family, and fortunate enough to live in a beautiful village, it never occurred to her that it could all be taken away in an instant. But that
was what happened when her village was invaded by slave traders. Her family was brutally murdered as she was dragged away to a slave ship and sent to be sold in the Carolinas.
There she was bought by a plantation owner and given to his son as a "birthday present". Now, survival is all Amari can dream about. As she struggles to hold on to her memories,
she also begins to learn English and make friends with a white indentured servant named Molly. When an opportunity to escape presents itself, Amari and Molly seize it, ﬂeeing
South to the Spanish colony in Florida at Fort Mose. Along the way, their strength is tested like never before as they struggle against hunger, cold, wild animals, hurricanes, and
people eager to turn them in for reward money. The hope of a new life is all that keeps them going, but Florida feels so far away and sometimes Amari wonders how far hopes and
dreams can really take her.
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BOWSER THE HOUND
Courier Corporation Bowser the Hound, outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when the coyote leads him on a long chase that ends far from the
canine's home.

DIARY OF A MISTRESS
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster What should a wife believe? The words of her husband or the diary of his mistress? From the author of Secret Society comes a tale of love and jealousy in which
two women struggle to separate fact from ﬁction. Monica counts her blessings -- she has a husband who is not only devoted to her but is also committed to being a strong, caring
father to their twin sons. When Carlos surprises her with an unforgettably romantic getaway, Monica knows her husband is still very much in love with her -- and she with him. But
an unexpected package threatens to change everything Monica's ever believed about her husband. Angela has adopted a sex-them-and-leave-them attitude toward the married men
she's bedded over the last ﬁve years. Then she met Monica's Carlos. Now she will stop at nothing to get him for herself -- even if that means destroying her own life and another
woman's family.

GANGSTER
A NOVEL
Ballantine Books Love. Violence. Destiny. These powerful themes ricochet through Lorenzo Carcaterra’s new novel like bullets from a machine gun. In Gangster, he surpasses even his
bestselling Sleepers to create a brutal and brilliant American saga of murder, forgiveness, and redemption. Born in the midst of tragedy and violence and raised in the shadow of a
shocking secret, young Angelo Vestieri chooses to ﬂee both his past and his father to seek a second family—the criminals who preside over early 20th century New York. In his
bloody rise from soldier to mob boss, he encounters ever more barbaric betrayals—in friendship, in his brutal business, in love—yet simultaneously comes to understand the
meaning of loyalty, the virtue of relationships, and gains a perspective on the lonely, if powerful, life he has chosen. As the years pass, as enemies are made and defeated, as wars
are fought and won, the old don meets an abandoned boy who needs a parent as much as protection. By taking Gabe under his wing and teaching him everything he knows, Angelo
Vestieri will learn, in the winter of his life, which is greater: his love for the boy he cherishes, or his need to be a gangster and to live by the savage rules he helped create. A
sweeping panoramic with riveting characters, a unique understanding of the underworld philosophy, and a relentless pace, Gangster travels through the time of godfathers and
goodfellas to our own world of suburban Sopranos. But this is more than just an authentic chronicle of crime. Setting a new standard for this acclaimed author, Gangster is a
compassionate portrait of one man's ﬁght against his fate—and an unforgettable epic of a family, a city, a century.

EVEN SINNERS HAVE SOULS
End of the Rainbow Projects A collection of urban ﬁction presents stories of characters with unacceptable lifestyles according to mainstream society, but who ﬁnd themselves open to
change when they acknowledge the power of a higher being.

STILL DIRTY
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster The reigning queen of urban ﬁction ("Publishers Weekly") delivers the much-anticipated sequel to the "Essence" bestseller "Dirty Red."

SEX IN THE HOOD
In this inner-city twist on My Fair Lady, a young biracial woman struggles to escape her past and survive a new future as the moll of a notorious gangster. Beautiful, pampered
Victoria is thrown into poverty when her wealthy white father dies. Forced to live with her black grandmother in a tough neighbourhood, Victoria is lost until Duke Johnson, the most
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feared gang leader in town, takes an interest in her. Everyone is afraid of him - but his kind, warm hidden personality is all she sees as she lets him take her virtue. Together they
begin to rule the mean streets of the city.

SHAKING A LEG
COLLECTED JOURNALISM AND WRITINGS
Penguin Books Gathers the author's reviews of books and ﬁlms, and essays on fashion, trends, travel, and art

LITTLE GHETTO GIRL
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster After a successful life in the drug game, twenty-one-year-old Kisa Kane plans to retire -- settle down, ﬁnd a good man, and raise a family of her own. Done with the
thug life, she has everything a ghetto girl would want: plenty of money, drop-dead-gorgeous looks, and two thriving legitimate businesses. Until she falls in love with Sincere
Montega, a powerful drug dealer whose down-and-dirty money pulls Kisa back into the world she is trying so hard to leave behind. With lies, cheating, and conﬂict, Kai, their
newborn, may be the only reason for this couple to stay together, but their lives are inevitably changed in the most unexpected way, the only way the streets of Harlem can.

KISS KISS, BANG BANG
Urban Books When a set-up goes wrong and Six ﬁnds herself sleeping with the enemy, who will she choose, the man she loves, or the man she's supposed to hate? Detroit hustlers
Free and Six have been together seven years, but their relationship has been nothing but drama. Free hasn't been faithful and Six has taken out her hurt by physically hurting the
other women. Free ends up in jail for three years, and when he's sprung, he's not happy to learn that Six has been living the high-life on his dime and blown through $100,000! Then
Six gets entangled in one of Free's schemes and ﬁnds herself in a role almost too good to be true—posing as the woman of another man who actually treats her with respect. Though
you can bet there won't be a "happily ever after" for anyone involved. . ..

MOMMY'S ANGEL
A NOVEL
Pocket Books A compelling story of desperation and temptation from the bestselling author of Secret Society and Diary of a Mistress. LIKE MOTHER, LIKE DAUGHTER? After her big
brother Curtis is gunned down in the streets of Brooklyn, Angel’s family crumbles. Her grief-stricken mother turns to heroin, leaving Angel to care for her younger brother and
sister. And no one sees what her mother’s boyfriend does to Angel behind closed doors. Desperate for the food and clothes they need, Angel looks for anything or anyone to help.
But at ﬁfteen, her options for legal employment are few. As a last resort, she turns to her brother’s best friend, Antoine, who gets her a job at a strip club. It’s only supposed to be
for a while, and Angel is determined she won’t fall victim to the streets like her mother. But the fast life has its temptations—and a magical ability to make you forget. Miasha’s
deeply personal bestselling novel rings with authenticity and “sheds a bright light” (Danielle Santiago, #1 bestselling author of Grindin’ and Little Ghetto Girl ) in the dead-end
world of addiction.

EMBEDDED RACISM
JAPAN'S VISIBLE MINORITIES AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
Lexington Books Despite domestic constitutional provisions and international treaty promises, Japan has no law against racial discrimination. Consequently, businesses around Japan
display “Japanese Only” signs, denying entry to all 'foreigners' on sight. Employers and landlords routinely refuse jobs and apartments to foreign applicants. Japanese police racially
proﬁle 'foreign-looking' bystanders for invasive questioning on the street. Legislators, administrators, and pundits portray foreigners as a national security threat and call for their
segregation and expulsion. Nevertheless, Japan’s government and media claim there is no discrimination by race in Japan, therefore no laws are necessary. How does Japan resolve
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the cognitive dissonance of racial discrimination being unconstitutional yet not illegal? Embedded Racism carefully untangles Japanese society’s complex narrative on race by
analyzing two mutually-supportive levels of national identity maintenance. Starting with case studies of hundreds of individual “Japanese Only” businesses, it carefully analyzes the
construction of Japanese identity through legal structures, statute enforcement, public policy, and media messages. It reveals how the concept of a “Japanese” has been racialized
to the point where one must look “Japanese” to be treated as one. The product of a quarter-century of research and ﬁeldwork by a scholar living in Japan as a naturalized Japanese
citizen, Embedded Racism oﬀers an unprecedented perspective on Japan’s deeply-entrenched, poorly-understood, and strenuously-unacknowledged discrimination as it aﬀects
people by physical appearance.

PAYBACK IS A MUTHA
Kensington Publishing Corp. In this gritty urban drama by the New York Times bestselling author of Honor Thy Thug, a woman who has everything has everything to lose. Brianna and
Shan couldn't be more diﬀerent. Brianna believes that men were born to bankroll her lifestyle—from her $1,200 weave to her closet full of Gucci, Prada, and Chanel. Shan prefers
Fubu to Jimmy Choo, and she prefers to buy it with her own money, even if it means working at a men's prison. Still, despite their diﬀerences, Shan and B are sisters where it
counts. Or so they think . . . For B, lying is part of the hustle. She couldn't care less who gets hurt along the way, as long as it isn't her. But hustling tricks is one thing. Betraying the
one person who really cares about you is quite another. When one of B's schemes goes too far, blood is spilled—and Shan is caught in the crossﬁre. Now, with friendship and lives on
the line, Brianna's got one last chance to change her ways—or suﬀer the consequences . . .

SEX IN THE HOOD 2
When her world of wealth and privilege is shattered by her father's death, pampered princess Victoria is forced to live with her grandmother in one of Detroit's toughest
neighborhoods, where she takes up with Duke Johnson, the leader of a gang, and together they rule the streets. Original.

LOVE IS NEVER PAINLESS
THREE NOVELLAS
Beyond Words/Atria Books A trio of erotic novellas features "Love Is to Blame," in which a heartbroken man must choose between his cold-hearted ex and a less-dramatic single mom;
"How the Other Half Lives," in which two traumatized women struggle to reclaim romance; and the title story, in which drug addiction challenges a loving marriage. Original. 100,000
ﬁrst printing.

I'M STILL WIFEY
A NOVEL
Melodrama Publishing While her husband Ricky is in federal prison, Kira falls for a another man, which brings her a chilling ultimatum from Ricky.
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